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May 13, 1966 
Guest Speakers for Graduation NewAdditionsMark 
Announced; Ceremonies May 22 Next Years Faculty 
/ Mr- Paul W. Phinney joins the who enters the program as Tt Viae hnnn innmmnnJ ——B—HW—BBMBBMBMMMBBMMBBMBMM—mm. _ *r1 : . l n j , . _ It has been announced that 
Dr. James M. Godard, President of 
the Council of Protestant Colleges 
and Universities, will give the 
annual Commencement Address 
at 3:00 p.m. on May 22. Dr. 
Lawrence Lacour will deliver the 
Baccalaureate Sermon at 10:30 
a.m. on the same day. Dr. Lacour 
is presently director of the De­
partment of Preaching Evange­
lism, General Board of Evange­
lism, of the Methodist Church. A 
past member of the Board of 
Trustees at Taylor, Dr. Lacour 
is well known to faculty and 
friends of the University. 
The factors of heritage, train­
ing and experience in the life of 
Lawrence Lacour provide a 
uniue background for his minis 
Dr. Lawrence Lacour Dr. James M. Godard 
Taylor teaching staff next Septem- structor of Speech. Mr. Jackson 
ber as Instructor of Business and is a graduate of Asbury College 
Economics. He is a gradutate of and is doing graduate study at 
Taylor University, has studied at the University of Kentucky. With 
Biblical Seminary in New York high school teaching experience 
and Ball State University, and is and advanced studies, Mr. Jackson 
currently enrolled in New York brings additional strength to the 
University's graduate school of speech department, 
business. He is employed in the Dr. Edward H. Hermanson 
Federal Reserve Bank of New comes to the music faculty next 
York and brings this valuable ex- September with a strong back-
psrience with him. Mr. Phinney ground in music education and 
will be teaching accounting and performance. He was born, reared, 
money and banking. He is married and educated in the State of 
to Sandra Marshall, also a gradu- Oregon through the baccalaureate 
ate of Taylor University. degree. He received the A.B. 
Dr. William A Horwood comes degree from Cascade College and 
to Taylor University as Associate took the M. A. and D. Ed. de-
Professor of Physical Education, grees in music from Columbia 
evangelism, Dr. Lacour felt the gelism but had never been able HiS educational background in- University. He has taught at 
. need for advanced training in to interpret satisfactorily In cludes the A-B- degree from Columbia University, Mt. Vernon, 
ry in evangelism. He was born communicating the gospel. While 1950 Dr. Lacour wrote a thesis Roberts Wesleyan College and New York, secondary schools, and 
h™* ?a ? ! college and seminary had helped on "The Preaching and Speaking the M-A" and Ed'D' deSrecs from Nyack Missionary College. Mr. 
min ster who devoted most of him to understand the Christian Theories of Bishop Edwin Holt Mlchlgan State University. He has Hermanson's professional mem-
his life to the work of an evan- message, and his background had Hughes" and received the MA °V6r ten years teaching ex" bershiPs delude Phi Delta Kappa 
g Ee grew,up ln a cellege provided a wealth of experience degree. ' Perience at Roberts Wesleyan and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. He 
community and a Methodist in evangelistic methods, he That summer he began to an- College> MichiSan State Univer- has published two works—It's 
Church which featured the visits sensed the need for a grasp Qf ply his ngw knowled tQ thPe sity, College of William and Mary, Your Profession, "Handbook, 
of outstanding ministers and mis- the principles at work in the var- problems of missionary evange a"d Indlana state University. Dr. Oregon Education Assiciation," 
STrineS" t , „ , ious forms of evangelism. lism. For six months he toured Horwood comes to Tayl°r Uni- and Music Educator's Audio-Vis-
These great leaders of the In a study of rhetoric at North- the four major islands of Japan versity from the last named in- ual Guide for the Mt. Vernon 
church fired my imagination western University's Graduate and preached to more than a half stltutlon" He is married and the board of Education. As educator 
with their stirring^ accounts of Sohool of Speech found M The Xeng" 'alher »',w0 ages four and and performer, he brings addition-
U ' A  ?r' ff he was seeking-an interpreta- there and at home stimulated ff' Tayl°r University welcomes al strength to the music depart-
relates. We looked forward to tion of the dynamics at work in him to return tQ Northwestern the additional strength Dr. Hor- ment. He will serve in the 
the services in the church as ex- the various typeg of communi. University for two additional W°° gS t0 the Physical edu" caPacity of chairman of the fine 
citmg events. Overflow crowds cating situations. Professor Lew years of study in the School of catlon dePartment. arts division and head of the 
sang the great hymns with the Sarett> especially, presented an Speech. Under the direction of • MrS' Arthur Horwood <Jean L-) music department, 
enthusiasm one finds today in analysis of those factors Dr La. DP Ken^H*nce he wrote a J°inS the physical edueation staff 
S mry a stUnThi! C0Ur had'°uni " WOrt in (Continued on page 2) "eM Se"te">b« » 
for more than an hour — and 
most of them seemed to end en­
tirely too soon! These preachers 
made us feel that living for 
Christ was the greatest thing a 
boy could do. And when we hear 
the people talk about these min-
Dr. Nussbaum Honored 
For Service To Club 
Professor of Physical Education. 
She will teach in the women's 
division of physical education. 
Mrs. Horwood took the B.S. degree 
from Ursinus College and thee Ed. 
M. degree from Temple Univer­




On May 14, 1966 thirty mem-ui  u i  t iK o i m  m- T , .. ,was Health, Physical Education " ' ~ ~ ~ — 
isters we got the impression that _ ® al meeting of the year, 1963 Dr. Nussbaum traveled and Recreation. Mrs. Horwood's !? , Taylor University 
to speak for God in a way that ®nce, presented Dr. around the world for the AEC teaching experience includes « ^ present the annual 
helped change lives was more im- , ̂ er f"ssbaum with a marble and listed in the establishment junior high school teaching at Up- m015? C°ncert at 8:15 P-m- in 
portant than being a president, a ®sk.se ln. §ratefhl appreciation 0f a radioisotope training center per Darby, Pennsylvania and five f Gymnasium. Professor A. 
millionaire or a movie star." service and dedication as in Indonesia. Dr. Nussbaun re- years at Michigan State Univer- Buss' conductor, has an-
In spite of these influences, sP°nsor of the club in the past ceived his A.B.degree from Tay- sity. She, her husband and chil- "ounced tbat the following selec-
the young Lacour came to a seve.ral yaars; Dr- Nussbaum has lor University, the M.A. degree dren are looking forward to ser- nS included in the pro-
faith of his own only after sev- consistently shown himself willing from Ball State Teachers College, vice and Christian fellowship on fram^ ,pu.1?r themes from The 
eral years of doubt and rebel- ?° ,® tlme and influence the Ph.D. degree from University the Taylor campus. ound of Music and My Fair 
lion. Not until he was eighteen ? servlce the club in any of Rochester, and has done further The speech department receives Sandpaper Ballet" 
did he make the decision that way he can. His suggestions and study at the University of Wash- a second addition to ;t= et„t# ^ a lue Tango" by Leroy 
nu . ui li   i ni  , * ^ XIUUICPICI, uu iw  uu  i nn  in  n  i  A  
     * . e can*              i s s aff in A A  
fixed his purpose and led him ad™e have bee" f great value mgton. the person of Mr. Dale M. Jackson Ander?,on' Seventy-six Trom-
to tv,o —A  i— J — b - j  r  b o n e s , "  a  s e l e c t i o n  f r o m  The 
Music Man, a medley from Henry 
toward the ministry. 
The training at John Fletcher 
 he cabinet and he has devoted 
much time and effort to such pro-
College (A.B.) and at the semin- grams as *"be Science Lecture 
ary of Drew University (B.D.) Series. Dr. Nussbaum's patience 
provided a background in both and dev°fl°n have been a con-
the conservative and liberal tra- stanit source of inspiration to 
ditions of evangelical Christian- me™bers of the club- The Science 
ity. As the teachers who most in- b ^ee^s greatly honored and 
fluenced his religious outlook, prlvdeged to bave sucb a man 
Dr. Lacour singles out Dr. Edwin as lts sP°nsor-
Lewis and Dean Lynn Harold Dr. Elmer Nussbaum is cur-
Hough. "They won me to the be- rently professor of physics and 
lief that a minister's faith under- director of special research at 
lies everything he does," Dr. La- Taylor, and he also serves as a 
cour comments, "and that the senior consultant for the Oak 
proclamation of Christian truth Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, 
from the pulpit must always be a division of the Atomic Energy 
regarded as an urgent matter." Commission. Dr. Nussbaum is 
After two student pastorates, much in demand as a speaker and 
service as a chaplain with the this summer will travel for ORINS 
United States Navy, and almost in California for several weeks 
a decade of experience in public before going to Oak Ridge. In 
ALUMNI DAY — SATURDAY, MAY 21 
9:00 Registration in Alumni Center 
to and 
10:00 Coffee fellowship 
10:15 Alumni Hour of Renewal Chapel and Liberal Arts 
Building dedication (Liberal Arts Building) 
12:00 Luncheon 
If you are a member of a reunion class, your table is 
marked, so join your classmates. 
1:00 Class Reunions (check alumni bulletin board for the 
place.) 
2:30 Annual Alumni Business Meeting (Maytag Gym) 
Induction of the Class of 1966 
(all seniors in front of Wisconsin not later than 2:15) 
5:30 Buffet (Camp Dining Hall) 
Alumni Awards will be presented. The Music Depart­
ment will present a program of entertainment and 
interest. 
8:00 Chit-chat Hour 
A time for visiting, greeting old friends and making 
some new ones. Plenty of punch. 
Mancini including "Baby Elephant 
W a l k , "  " M o o n  R i v e r , "  a n d  
"Hatari," a novelty on "Dry 
Bones," and an arrangement on 
"King Cotton," Refreshments will 
be served. 
L 
OFF THE PRESS 
Parnassus, the Taylor Uni­
versity literary magazine, has 
just become available for 
pleasurable scrutiny this week. 
Its contents vary from delicate 
poetry to rollicking essays on 
eating and S-X. Several genres 
are found in the magazine, in­
cluding prose fiction, parody, 
and drama. The moderately-
priced Parnassus is now being 
sold by members of the Liter­
ary Club. 
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Living Christianity 
Acknowledge God 
by Jack Ebright 
Class Attendance Policy 
Discussed By Student Council 
Be thankful unto the Father all 
ye sincere in heart; Let the Christ 
followers in name acknowledge 
Him in truth. 
Come into His presence with 
joyful hearts, for He has not 
ceased to do good things unto 
His children. 
The year will soon be past and 
with it most of the concerns 
about which we prayed. Those 
prayers voiced to the Father on 
a friend's behalf, those asking 
Him for vocational guidance, 
those seeking out salvation, those 
concerning academic needs, and 
those longing for assurance of 
His Love. Have not and are not 
all these of the sincere being 
answered? 
We are the God-dependent 
people. Others meet success with­
out God; we meet it only by Him. 
Others complete a school year 
satisfactorily without trusting 
their Father. We complete it 
satisfactorily only by trusting the 
Father. Others fail to acknowledge 
Him; We... acknowledge... Him? 
Comrades, are we able to truth­
fully subscribe to that last? To 
acknowledge one is to recognize 
one. Most certainly we recognize 
our Father when we pray con­
cerning our needs. However, do 
we recognize God in the past 
solution? When the tensions are 
eased, whom do we acknowledge 
... anyone ... ourselves ... if 
not, then God? 
Yes, to trust God is good; but, 
oh to be cognizant of His pro­
visions—His directioning! Oh, to 
recognize God when His answers 
are close and past! 
The year is nearly past. Com­
rades, look back and acknowledge 
the guidance of your Father. 
Then, seek out a quiet place and 
thank Him. 
A meeting room void of chairs 
and the absence of two members 
greeted the Student Council for 
its May 4th meeting. The Coun­
cil spent several minutes stroll­
ing across campus in the cool 
spring air seeking a meeting 
place. Such was attained in the 
Chemistry Building. 
PRAYER AND "COMPUTER 
DATES." Ray Benson, in his new 
position of Council chaplain, 
opened the meeting with a devo­
tional and group prayer. On the 
heels of this inspirational time 
came the prosaic committee re­
ports. Social chairman Diane 
Kuhn's announcement of a pos­
sible "computer date" party for 
next year offered a punctuation 
of humor. Also of interest was 
Academic Affairs chairman Shep-
ler's announcement that Sympo­
sium Dialectum was interested 
in Taylor participation in the TV 
Continued from Page One . . . 
Graduation Speakers Listed 
dissertation on "Revivalism in 
America Since 1920 with Special 
Reference to Billy Sunday, Ai-
mee Semple McPherson and Bil­
ly Graham." He was awardeed the 
Ph.D. degree in 1956. 
In 1957 Dr. Lacour joined the 
administrative staff of the Gen­
eral Board of Evangelism. As Di­
rector of the Department of 
Preaching Evangelism he serves 
as the staff liason with the the­
ological seminaries, directs the 
"Summer Evangelists" program 
(for seminary students and re­
cent graduates and their wives), 
and is involved in a ministry of 
preaching, lecturing, writing and 
counseling. His schedule includes 
annual conferences, "Religious 
Emphasis Week" in colleges, re­
treats and training programs for 
ministers, lectures at pastor's 
school, short-term teaching in the­
ological seminaries, and a num­
ber of evangelistic missions. 
Dr. Lacour commands the re­
spect of the most discriminating 
audiences. He is equally at home 
in lecturing to a university fac­
ulty or a high school assembly. 
The principal of a large city high 
school writes, "We can't remem­
ber having had a speaker who 
brought the students to their 
feet for a standing ovation. His 
message was vital, timely, and 
genuinely appealing to an un­
usually critical audience." As a 
preacher he speaks with equal 
effectiveness to the intellectual 
and to the common man. His 
ability to interest while illumin- directed church choirs, notably 
ating the great Biblical teach- the Duke Memorial Methodist 
ings and to challenge without co- Church, and has taught at numer-
ercing, has won him a place ous denominational summer con-
among the most sought-after pul- ferences. He has written material 
piteers. for the Presbyterian Church in 
The speaker for Commencement the United States including one 
is Dr. James M. Godard. Dr. study book on Understanding Mar-
Godard earned his A.B. degree ria9e and Family Life. He is co-
from Park College, Parkville, author of the volume, Christian 
Missouri and his A.M. from Duke Basis of World Order. 
University. He has also been Dr. Godard is married and has 
awarded numerous honorary de- three children all of whom are 
grees, among them are a Doctor married. 
of Laws from Texas Christian 
University and a Doctor of 
Humane Letters from Lander Col- Around the Campus . . . 
lege. In addition, Dr. Godard has 
done further graduate study at 
Duke, in the field of educational 
psychology with emphasis on 
mental hygiene of the school 
child and on mental testing. ... . , ., , After careful consideration and 
Dr. Godard has served on the much thoughti j have reduced 
faculties of Duke University, Park down to four> the qualities of 
College and Queens College. For Taylor University) which 1 have 
five years, he was also Executive found most beneficial to me 
Secretary of the Commission on during my four years as a gtu. 
Colleges and Universities of the dent The things which deserve 
Southern Association of Colleges mention and the events which 
and Secondary Schools. Presently, make the college experienCe at 
he is the President of the Council Taylor an unforgettabie experi-
of Protestant Colleges and Uni- ence are far greater than j have 
versities. His offices are in Wash- time to teU {or for that fact 
by Roger Smitter 
series College Bowl. 
Quickly passed resolutions to 
print Student Council brochures 
and church directories were the 
next order of business. The meet­
ing showed promise of brevity. 
RADIO STATION. However 
President Morris opened a new 
realm of discussion with the 
reading of a letter received from 
the Speech Department concern­
ing the proposed campus radio 
station. The letter requested a 
more detailed study of the means 
and persons for controlling the 
station and the actual cost of 
such. The gist of the letter re­
quested more control of the sta­
tion by the speech department. 
SHEPLER DISSENTS. Council­
man Shepler quickly voiced irked 
opposition to this stating that 
the station would be a "little 
thing" in actual operation and 
that the faculty is seeking to 
control the station. Wayne Rid-
der entered the confab stating 
that the station would not be ex­
ceedingly expensive. As has 
been done in the past, the coun­
cil tabled the matter and re­
ferred it to Advisor Delcamp. 
Without question such a station 
would affect the Taylor student 
body. But of even greater pertin­
ence to the students was the 
Council's discussion concerning a 
new class attendance policy. 
CLASS ATTENDANCE. For 
this consideration the Council 
formed a committee of the whole 
which allowed for freer discus­
sion. Morris presented a class at-
tendence proposal by Dean Phin-
ney that in Phinney's words was 
"liberalizing" the present policy. 
The matter went the usual cir­
cular route of discussion and dis­
agreement. Morris reiterated 
that the Council should reach a 
decision whether or not to en­
dorse Phinney's plan or develop 
its own. Councilman Dye in stu­
dent interest pointed out that 
Phinney's plan, which allows a 
maximum of 1/6 of the classes 
in a course to be "cut" for any 
reason, was unfair to athletes. 
The absence allowance he said 
would be consumed by their ath­
letic contests during class hours. 
Sue Peterson in a highly fem­
inine voice and similar logic re­
futed Dye's statements saying 
the athletes should be in class to 
receive class credit. Councilman 
Keller pointed out the possible 
problem of coordinating this pro­
posal with the faculty. 
A N D  C H A P E L  A T T E N D ­
ANCE. Included in the discus­
sion were comments about pres­
ent chapel attendance policies. 
Advisor Delcamp stated that 
chapel attendance presently is 
poor and challenged the Council 
very decidedly to formulate and 
present proposals on this matter 
in the next week. 
The evening wore on and the 
discussion followed suit. The 
meeting quickly adjourneed how­
ever as two members left for 
Oratorio. This action left the 
Council without a quorum and 
thus the body could not even ad­
journ itself. Morris suspended 
the rules of order to allow ad­
journment to a meeting that had 
discussed much but passed little. 
The Taylor Program 
ington, D.C. wish to tell). To speak only of 
ART AWARDS 
The following persons are 
to be congratulated for their 
attainment in art. At the re­
cent Fine Arts Festival the 
individuals selected as win­
ners in the art contest were: 
PATTON DRAWING CONTEST 
Martha R. Hoisington 
Lynn W. Hollenbach 
SHILLING ART AWARD 
Water color: 
Rollin G. Karnehm First 
Charlotte A. Clark Second 
Oils: 
Hiroko Ogihara First 
Donald H. Herron Second 
While in North Carolina, he events is to miss the point, for 
served for many years on the the events at Taylor seem to stem 
Committee of the North Carolina from what I shall call inherent 
Conference which collaborated qualities of greatness, 
with the State Department of The first such quality of great-
Public Instruction. At one time, he ness is "true Christian dedica-
served as Secretary-Treasurer of tion". This quality deserves men-
the Southern Association of Col- tion because it is evident from 
leges for Women. the top to the bottom of the 
In community activities, he positions of administration and 
served as President of the Char- instruction which make up the 
lotte Mental Hygiene Society and Taylor plant. The fact that this 
on the board of the North Caro- Christian dedication is displayed 
lina State Mental Hygiene So- in so many ways makes it more 
ciety; he was Protestant Co. real to the student and in effect 
Chairman of the Charlotte Round- makes the words of Christ often 
table of the Nation Conference of times come alive. The greatest 
Christians and Jews; he was past display of Christian commitment 
President of the Kiwanis Club is never heard, but rather it is 
of Charlotte and of the Charlotte seen. From the classroom to the 
Executive Club; and he served on athletic field, from the laboratory 
the panel of arbitration of the to the garage, is seen in every 
American Arbitration Association, day language the message that 
Dr. Godard has also been active God is not dead, and that Jesus 
in religious activities. He has Christ did rise from the dead. 
By Dee Friesen 
These positions of witness stand 
firm and true through the dark­
est hours and bring meaning to 
the words "effectively christian". 
The quality of greatness which 
I have just mentioned is one I 
believe to be unique to Taylor 
University. I do not wish to say 
other schools do not have men 
and women committed to the 
service of the Heavenly Father, 
I only wish to say that at Taylor 
it seems to be the underlying, 
and overwhelming quality of 
greatness which I have been re­
peatedly exposed to over the 
course of eight semesters. 
The second quality of greatness 
I wish to mention is the oppor­
tunity for the student to become 
personally involved. At Taylor 
the student is more than a num­
ber, he is a person. As a person 
he is able to learn in an atmo­
sphere where the professor is 
not only just a lecturer, but 
where he is also a friend. The 
student's opportunities for the 
enrichment of the personality 
and the broadening of the in­
tellect are greatly enhanced when 
he has the opportunity to meet 
and visit with numerous stimu­
lating individuals both on and 
off campus. A small school such 
as Taylor naturally provides the 
opportunity for greater participa­
tion of the student body in numer­
ous events of both intercollegiate 
and intermural nature. Reward­
ing experiences can be found in 
the areas of drama, sports, organi­
zations, student government, and 
(Continued on page 5) 
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Ten Seniors Reflect Upon A Taylor Education 
like most frodimon 4-V.«-« rp tt a..a 2 i 
eagerjexcited^ ambitious an^over- Sac Jfor me™8 *** n° brUnett/.°r b!°nd resp°nd to the or change °ur ^eals. I have little witnessed many activities. There 
ly "green." I distinctly remember n/r • • ' . rl.ng be_,buzzer- The friend- sympathy for the student who re- are some that criticize the school 
getting very irritated with mv y |uni°5 year was sPent in s lps created on the Taylor cam- mains at Taylor and yet devotes for various reasons such as: in-
father because he wouldn't drive COn,c S,t,udy (ha!)" Jokes PUS a? cherished although some his time to degrading the institu- adequate facilities, nothing to do, 
faster that September of '62 n % °u6 ff mUSt Study for C3L y memories- tion and those connected with it. and in general Taylor simply 
Finally—we made it Somehow' Ewbank ?. masterplece tests" 1116 spnng trlp south' track and There are many Colleges and Uni- isn't big time. Perhaps some of 
Taylor didn't fit my ivy-league never dld flguf out a way to cross country meets throughout versities across the nation that these criticisms are justifiable 
idealizations, but it soon became n i°Und ,the ,Same prob" tbe Sta]e and the. dynamic leader- cater to all interests and if I did but to me the biggest problem 
my home away from home for ? ^ pr°duC" ^ & Chnstian coach make not accept the Taylor philosophy on our campus is the criticizer 
four years Contrary to mv feel ^ °m haVlng hard athletlcs an excltlng memory. Be- I would not hesitate to seek such himself. I ask myself "Why do 
ings that first year, I now feel" ?°UrSeS' tb^T°r year 1Hg 3 member °f tr3ck and cross a schooL these people come to Taylor in 
that I'll miss the "down ™ the y63r °f COnfllct for most C°Untry championships and the I think, however, that construe- the first place"' 
farm" atmo=nWe it . , . college students. Personally, I be- team to compete in the NAIA tive criticism and suggestions do TavWc • , . , 
luxurv' " 18 3 g3n t0 contemPlate the future meet at Omaha is ample reward have a place at Taylor. The at roJrTe T. it t f 
1UT Y! witb more serious thoughts. I for long hours in a sweat-suit and titude that "if you don't like it SC' 18 ltS UP°n ChnStl3n 
freshman week helped me to wondered what I should do with running flats. Both as a partici- you can leave" has no place at 
get settled—somewhat. (How does myself. 1 wondered about the pant and spectator it is satisfying Taylor. If we are to continue to 
one ever recover from gross lack type of person I was and wanted to see the Trojans victorious in grow both academically and 
of sleep and all-night pop corn to be. Did I want to further my competition. The leadership of the spiritually we must be sensitive 
parties?) When the first week was educotion? Did I want to quit athletic staff and their testimony to change. I have felt disappoint-
over, I decided to conquer T.U. school, or continue? More than makes discipline learned through ment time after time talking to 
(I never did though.) My most ever before these questions be-training applicable to the effective student leaders and groups who 
embarrassing moment of those gan to plague me. That year I be- ' - .... 
beginning days was walking mis- came thankful for Taylor Uni-
takedly into the Student Council versity and those people who 
Trials for delinquent beanie-less helped me to face the realities of 
life (or at least a softened ver­
sion of reality). It was that year 
that I became aware of myself 
in the palm of God's hand. 
What is a senior? A college 
senior is a person who knows 
that four years of college are 
only a preparation for the begin­
ning of a new and better life. The 
college senior realizes that the 
real test comes after college—in 
actual living and working with 
his fellowman. I think that the 
Christian young person realizes 
have faced constant frustration 
in trying to represent the best 
interests of the students. If 
faculty, administration, and stu­
dents alike are willing to co­
operate and put forth the extra 
effort needed, much could be 
done to improve student-adminis­
tration relations. I have sat on a 
committee myself this year which 
did not begin to accomplish its 
goals and which did not even meet 
for half of the second semester. 
Daniel Wilson 
Academically we are seeing bring. This feature is more than 
great progress at Taylor, but we e,n0Ug to outweigh any of its 
need to continue to strive for dlSadvantages' 1 know now that 
Barton Comstock 
Danielle Vansicke 
freshman. I had been told which 
building to go to in order to give ... , 
the Echo editor my qualifications b , ' thankful that 
for news reporting. Fortunately, amldst the buzzers, wheat cycles, 
I got the right building—but un- popc°rn parties 
4.1.. 4u. m1.. found a stable 
I have received a sound education 
at Taylor. I 
fortunately, the wrong room. The 
jury (I thought they were the 
Echo staff) asked if I knew why 
I was there—I nodded and grin­
ned an eager yes. Imagine my 
and gaiety, I 
foundation in 
Christ. 
the seriousness of this test even 
before walking down the gradua- christian life 
tion aisle. Here at Taylor, it is c. , . ., , ... i ia i i am unaing already 
much too easy to forget the arJL "ff!I?iT that with a board Liberal Arts 
masses, but it is for them that ronfprpt1pp v? tvT'r 1S810nary background I am not limited to 
the Christian young person needs " i, • T f Conference Qne fieJd; I can branch out and 
to realize himself in relationship 3nd the ™lety of fchapef ™es" n„,i T.„ sages. Challenges to effective 
Christian service come from dy­
namic speakers, the testimony of 
Christian professors, and fellow 
students. Spiritual growth in the 
Taylor atmosphere is achieved 
through prayer and meditation 
and the sharing of Christ in 
- - - Four years at Taylor produce counseling and witnessing. Mixed 
surprise when I was almost con- many experiences which contrib- emotions face the senior as the 
victed of a crime I never com- ute to education. From beanie mortar-board is donned on May 
mitted! to mortar-board and ignorance to 22, memories of a Taylor-made 
An adjustment for me was the knowledge, each day introduces education begin to fade as the 
buzzer system. At home, I never new concepts and ideas. In their shadow of the future is pierced 
had too much trouble communing own peculiar way. courses add by tbe bght of hope, 
with those members of the op- depth to the pool of knowledge. ,,v, 
posite sex via telephone. The Long hours in the chemistry lab 
buzzer method was much dif- amidst steam distillation ap- As I look back over four years 
ferent. Finally it rang—at ten paratus and the smells of organic at Taylor University I see not only 
minutes until ten o'clock p.m. chemicals, the mathematics of a rapidly changing institution, pursue 
I had it all figured out ahead of "Force equals mass times ac- but also observe in myself a con- areas, 
time; I would merely put on my celeration," the dissection of a tinually changing personality, 
bathrobe and a roller cap, get cat's cranial nerves, the "why" — 
excellence. Although I will not be 
sure of the value of my degree ' t"— 
until after I have left, I feel that f®e.and understand this aspect in 
— . t hpir mirn lurao KofonA T J 
this was the reason I was led to 
Taylor. I wish other people could 
their own lives before I did. 
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i J r =i , a i other areas as well. One would 
have to go far to see a more 
rapidly advancing school than 
this one. Even as a senior I am 
anxious to see this campus in five 
to seven more years. Three new 
buildings are already up and 
there are several others to be 
started in the future. Taylor's 
facilities are definitely improving. 
One unique quality that Taylor 
possesses that others schools don't 
is the friendlines of its students. 
The idea that the student makes 
the college is true especially when 
everyone shows a pleasing person­
ality. I don't believe anyone could 
find a campus where the students 
are any easier to get along with. 
At Purdue, for instance, every­
one leads his own individual life 
with little concern for anyone else. 
One would think that the larger 
many the enrollment the more people 
Joseph Corey 
my interests in 
you would know. I've found this to 
„ B...a 1 am thankful for the emphasis be untrue. This idea also carries 
Four years ago I was positive that on this campus. I have had op- over concerning practically all — A "'v w*"" - ~ c -- — ~ W- .AAA.JJ yiHvwvauj i  
down on all fours and peer of an eosin-eyed fruit-fly, and the plan for my life was set and portunity to travel some this year aspects of social activity. There is 
through the arch. If he looked the embryonic development of a that at Taylor I would have no and have observed some alumni basically more individual interest 
delicious, I'd send someone to heart are vital experiences that trouble pursuing those goals. One wbo bave Put those standards in everyone at Taylor, 
tell him I'd be down shortly; if make study exciting. And added semester on campus was all that which are valued at Taylor first There are many activities that 
he were not so appealing, I would are the disciplines of philosophy, it took to show me that I did not in their life who have found real a Taylor student can participate in 
steal silently away and quietly psychology, literature and lan- have all of the answers. success. I hope that as I leave the also My own interests have been 
forget it. There I was-on all guage rounding out the academic College life is a continual "village borders" I will not dis- in athletics. This is just one ex-
fours peering through the arch, preparation. process of maturation and growth. card tbose principles and values ample as to how one can develop 
but I couldn t see a soul. There The Lyceum Series, Science In a "Christian" community such which administrators, faculty, and a more well-rounded life, 
he stood at the bottom of the Lectures, special guests, the play- as we have here this can be an students at Taylor University have No doubt there will always be 
steps peering up at me while I bill and a presidential inaugura- extremely difficult process, es- helped become first in my life. criticism and maybe this criticism 
peered out into nothingness. tion are remembered for the con- pecially for the person who is helps to bring about better con-
Somehow, I became a "subtle" tributions to cultural development, confused and searching. I have ditions. I feel, however, that we 
sophomore. That was the year Social life is enhanced through not met many students who have Graduating from college is a should be quite thankful for such 
that I met Dr. Snyder and the many interpersonal situations. Lif not been looking for a purpose very memorable day in any stu- a place as Taylor. 1 have mention-
biology lab. (Are they one and many interpersonal situations, in life and hardly and at Taylor dent's life. My four years have ed only a few reasons why Taylor 
the same?) After a year of bugs, Life in Fairlane Village offered who did not earnestly desire to been filled with many wonderful is an excellent college. I will 
wheat life cycles, snakes, and unique opportunities and re- find the secret of the Christian and challenging experiences. I miss this place very much and am 
dissection of all kinds of lowly sponsibilities as shack-mate ad- life. This is the area where I have spent my first year at Purdue proud to be a graduating senior 
critters, I became quite an expert justed to water fights, post mid- found real difficulty at Taylor. University before transferring to from Taylor University, 
with dissecting needles. It oc- night bull sessions, pop-corn and The pressure is to conform and Taylor. I feel this dual experience 
curred to me that I could make Kool-Aid study breaks and a two- the one who doesn't finds himself helps me to evaluate more ac-
a mint tutoring "chicken" girls by-four bathroom at seven a.m. left out many times. curately the true values at Tay- Four years ago I went with mv 
on how to cut up earthworms by Opportunities at MCW are varied; I do not believe, however, that lor University. I've observed many senior high school class on what 
never touching them. However, the treasures of perfume and lace, we need to loosen our standards things while at Taylor and have (Continued on page 4) 
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(Continued from page 3) took me a while to realize all ly related to this process of doctrine that preachers and Tay- and we learn such attitudes as 
now seems to be a vanishing son who has experienced little "browning." lor administrators taught. patience, selfcontrol, understand-
Jent e class tnP- Flr®t we more than the sheltered life of a My senior year has been a pre- it was in this second year that >ng, kindness, courtesy, and con-
o ettysourg, and saw large strict home. However, more than liminary culmination of many i began to really understand sideration. At times some of the 
roc s an several statues. Then a mere change must take place, observations and adjustments, why I was in college. The object many rules seem quite impossible, 
we went to Washington and saw A definite broadening of mind from that worrisome recital to 0f mv college exnosure was not but we learn to follow them, any-
"T"' m"St CUlmin"e a° •""<*- " terrlbly student SIX ta™edge way. 
and saw nothing Lv i13^ UPf °* practical an(* honorable teaching experience. With so but to know and understand how Since the students here come 
verv fpw statnpc Thn ^ a^ri^^es' uPon which a student many opportunities present, i could apply this knowledge to from many different backgrounds, 
a er was m college can formulate a prof- where does a teaching-qualified my life. I found it was very nec- we may be faced with beliefs 
1 TO r\ I n h nnm IV, lifn t, f ~ — T £ M a. 1,. O Tl 1.1 r hot and our bus was not air con­
ditioned. And, to insure our com­
plete enjoyment of the trip our 
principal and his wife went along. 
That trip could have been a drag 
—it could have been, but it 
wasn't. It was fun, even if it was 
educational. I learned that ap­
preciating a good experience 
tends to make it better, and 
helps minimize those not-quite-so-
good experiences which have a 
way of coming our way. 
When one's final semester at 
Taylor nears an end it is easy to 
become nostalgic. It is easy to 
forget the sometimes painful ex­
perience of learning, and to re­
member the joy of a good test 
score. It is easy (at least for me) 
to minimize the walking up from 
the shacks in zero weather and 
maximize the beautiful spring 
days. I remember the bad only 
enough to appreciate an im-
itable basis in life, for himself person turn? By searching for essary to 
one of 
life gives clarity and meaning to 
those ideals we uphold but often 
do not comprehend. 
A college education is very inl­
and opinions, even though there 
may be a strong disagreement. 
Perhaps it is this habit of dis­
cussion which helps us to more 
Steve Huser 
provement when it comes, (like 
the difference between our old 
and new west winds). 
Most of all I remember the stu­
dents. Taylor is not her buildings. 
A few years ago when most of our 
buildings were old and insufficient 
Taylor was not old and insuf­
ficient. Taylor is not her rules 
and regulations. Rules do not 
have personalities or souls. Tay­
lor is her students. Taylor is her 
ideals and her goal to integrate 
vital Christianity with higher 
education. Taylor is concern for 
a name, not a number; for a per­
sonality, not an IBM card. 
I look back and remember these 
things and I know I'm going to 
miss Taylor. I'm going to forget 
Mary Lou Plegnet 
and others. What amazes we so 
much about college is the time 
and effort it takes to learn just 
the basics of a course, when one 
realizes the vast amount still un­
touched. 
I have found freedom here in 
many areas of life. Freedom to 
listen to different speakers and 
lecturers, and gain what their 
ideas had for me; freedom to 
meet other personalities and ap­
preciate them for what they are 
—this, an unconquerable field; 
freedom to learn discipline, us­
ually the hard way (and some­
times not at all). 
Senior dorm life is character­
ized by the lack of discrimina­
tion between twelve midnight 
and twelve noon, and by the ab­
solute removal of quiet hours. 
Even the noise-makers would 
agree here! However, to make 
that a lone comment is certainly 
not legitimate. I have always 
felt sorry for those attending 
college who are unable to par­
ticipate in dorm life at least par­
tially. 
Regarding academic life, there 
is much even for the graduating 
senior to observe and learn. I 
can remember vividly the reac­
tion against having to learn the 
question what I was which are unsimilar to ours, even 
the physical, philosophical, and told and observe this second- though the one likeness may be 
religious positions right for each hand knowledge from more than a church background. Generally, 
us, the Christ-directed 0ne plane. I do not mean ques- we can calmly and quietly express 
tioning whether a bird seen and discuss each other's beliefs 
from above is still a bird when 
viewed from below, but whether 
it is the same species when seen 
from both views. 
I feel that the atmosphere at firmly establish our own beliefs, 
portant. We all know this. We Taylor provides the student with perhaps change some of our ideas, 
have seen the statistics which a "conservative" background, an 
show that with every added year opportunity to think, reconsider 
of education there is an in- his beliefs and find the value of 
creased probability of security his beliefs. It also provides the 
in adult life. non-Christian with the influence 
The question that I must ask is of professors and other students 
related to my four years at Tay- that have found valid reasons for 
their beliefs. 
It is my belief that Taylor 
provides an excellent opportun­
ity for the students to think and 
decide what is valuable and nec-
different environ- essaryj and what is irrelevant. It 
is up to the student to question, 
and in my opinion there is no 
maturity if a person conforms 
without knowing why. This is al­
so true for the "rebel" who ex­
ists for the sake of rebellion. 
lor. I will receive a degree in a 
week that marks the end of my 
college exposure. I must know 
whether I am prepared academ­
ically and philosophically to 
function in a 
ment. 
I have studied and worked to 
make grades I now consider par­
tially reasonable. If my grades 
are indicative of my academic 
progress, and my professors are 
as knowledgeable as those in 
other colleges, I can consider 
myself adequately prepared for 
future work. At least this is 
what I am told. 
"Taylor University is a liberal 
Judy Borders 
and be more tolerant of someone 
else's opinion. 
I certainly do not believe that 
arts college which is committed Xaylor is the sehool for everyone, 
to a philosophy of education that but : have found that it is the 
emphasizes both intellectual vigor school for me How can j ever 
and spiritual values." This basic forget it? 
description is found in our cata 
logue, but how little it really 
tells about the Taylor University 
which we know. 
Each year I have been at Taylor 
I have come to like it better and 
appreciate it more than the year 
David Bough 
have said all I wish about 
-4>~ 
Cliff Robertson 
Anyone who leaves any col­
lege or university with anything 
other than a certain ambivalence 
before. As a freshman I was is either very gullible or very 
overwhelmed by the friendliness bitter. Heaven is not earthly, 
and helpfulness of the upper- Neither is Hell. The best a uni-
classmen I knew. Now, as a senior, versity can hope to be is a hope-
I cannot help but wonder what ful composite of the two with 
impressions I may have given to the heavenly portion firmly in 
some underclassmen during the control. As certainly as we all 
past years. try to be perfect, we just as cer-
After seeing Upland, people tainly are not. 
often ask, "But what do you do?" So Taylor is what she is. There 
It does not take long to discover ia no senior graduating who does 
details of anatomy and physiol- Taylor academics because I real- that there is usually so much to not have some memory so sweet 
ogy just as the pre-med major ly do not know at present how I do that finding time for study and so firmly identified with Tay-
does. And those headaches ac- stand in relation to my peers in seems almost impossible. There i0r, that he could ever look on 
quired after two hours of inten- other colleges, 
sive peering through a micro- The other question is on the 
scope after "something" on that solidarity of my philosophical or 
slide. Fine arts study has brought Christian beliefs. Taylor has been 
to scope a very challenging and good for me in this realm. By 
are hen parties, dorm parties, the campus without some fond-
meetings of all kinds, concerts ness. Neither is there one who 
to present and attend, plays, has not had some slight, some 
sporting events, buffets, banquets, injury done him in the name or 
and jobs to keep us busy. Maybe spirit of the university which 
and besides, it's easy. 
-4>-
desirable view of the included good I mean that I now know there should be a major in ex- must subsequently color certain 
areas. There are other "studies" why I believe as I do. In many tracurricular activities. of his memories with a kind of 
ways I would be considered a There seems to be a spirit of pain. 
All of us love the old school a 
the undesirable and remember 
the desirable. Its better that way, tbat go on during this class—a ays I ould be considered 
screechy soprano in the room be- "typical Taylor student". I have unity between students, both on 
low, diligently working on some a church background with Chris- and off campus. We have op-
difficult vowel in the upper tian parents. It is at this point I portunities to know the professors 
range of her voice, causing an deviate from the normal, or at better by working for them and 
involuntary study to take place least the normal of my freshman participating in committee work, 
in the person tolerating the "mu- year. My high school friends It is amazing how a contact such 
sic." And how many times have I were not Christians and due to as this can make you realize secure from the buffeting of what 
to "educate" me? felt extra-wearied at the thought this I was spared from many of that professor are people, too, We call "the world." For others, 
these four years of trudging over to the music the naive dogmas that are a part and not just someone behind a Taylor has been a cage and any-
Reflecting back on four years 
at Taylor, I find myself in a rath­
er contemplative frame of mind. 
What has gone on in the past 
four years 
How have 
little bit—and most, I think, 
hate it a little as well. Of course, 
some feelings run deeper than 
simply "a little." For some, this 
school has been a haven, a place 
brought me to the place where I building to practice my German of immature Christianity, 
am? And where am I really? 
I shall attempt to write my 
desk. thing of the beyond, the outside, 
pieces; and yet how rewarding It is due to my exposure at For many of us, the years at has become a symbol of freedom, 
to be able to do them with ease Taylor that I was faced with Taylor were the time when we Some have finally ended their 
and a bit of a feeling of accom- Christ as vital and real. It was gradually, and sometimes pain- spiritual agony during some Tay-
plishment. also here that I learned how to fully, became more mature in- lor moment, have thrown off 
A very unimpressive and yet think for myself. My first year dividuals and grew spiritually, their doubt and have gained a 
dominating factor on Taylor's provided me with an opportunity There were many people to help deep sense of spiritual peace, 
campus is the amount of "brown- to observe and accept. My second this process, sometimes by per- others have lost something here, 
ing" that is carried on so con- year was a time of challenge aca- sonal conferences and other times and, God help them, have found 
that of a liberal arts survey. This sistently. By now it is fairly well demically and re-evaluation of by a chance discussion or chapel nothing yet to replace it. A hand-
may sound like a reverberation ingrained and we even overlook the Christian idealogy I had pre- speech which seemed to be di- ful grows certain; another grows 
of many others' opinions, but it it, but the determination of viously observed and accepted. I rected specifically to you. Day doubtful, and others pass silent-
that this idea entails, and the professor-pupil relationship and realized that I had dropped into by day living with so many is ly by us, never speaking, never 
change that must go on in a per- course grade are so often direct- a blind following of almost every certainly influential in our lives, (Continued on page 5) 
thoughts, both conscious and sub­
conscious, concerning those parts 
of my life where Taylor has been 
most influential. 
One of the most impressive 
and educative processes has been 
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True Friendship Illustrated 
By Students Of Taylor 
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Thoughts on Program 
Taylor is a place of friendship. 
Whether it be within the dorm 
or within the classroom, friend­
ship is evident everywhere; not 
only between the students them­
selves, but also between the stu­
dents and God. Friends share 
their experiences with each 
other and with God. There is a 
marvelous fellowship and Chris­
tian love, not found on other 
campuses. Students honestly 
strive to follow the golden rule, 
"To do unto others as they would 
have others do unto them." How­
ever they are far from perfec­
tion we need to enhance our 
friendship in many ways. One 
way is to live by this poem: 
Forget each kindness that you do, 
As soon as you have done it. 
Forget the praise that falls to you, 
The moment you have won it. 
Forget the slander that you hear, 
Before you can repeat it. 
Forget each slight, each spit, 
each sneer, 
Wherever you may meet it. 
Remember every kindness done 
to you, 
Whatever its measure, 
Remember praise by others won, 
And pass it on with pleasure. 
Remember every promise made, 
And keep it to the letter, 
Remember those who lend you 
aid, 
And be a grateful debtor. 
Remember all the happiness that 
Came your way in living, 
Forget each worry and distress, 
Be hopeful and forgiving, 
Remember good, remember, 
truth, 
Remember heaven's above you, 
And you will find through age 
and youth, 
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(Continued from page 4) 
revealing whether they pretend 
to know or not to know. Their 
eyes are grey, and they nod. 
Then, where is there a generaliza­
tion in all this? Where is there 
a rule that is not contradicted? 
I would like to say something 
that is not tedious or platitudin­
ous or obvious—or untrue. 
I would like to say that 90% 
meet Christ here, are happy and 
well, are safe in the kingdom 
and secure in the truth. I would 
like to say only 10% are con­
fused, despairing, alone. But 
then another might say—no, the 
90% are the fools, deluded, find­
ing comfort in a shadow. The 
10% are alive, awake, burning, 
yes, but burning in the sunlight. 
If he speaks thusly, then if I 
speak, we must argue, and I do 
not feel like arguing. 
I am tired. I am at the end of 
something. I am either some­
what happy or a little sad, de­
pending on the name I choose 
from the list of the hundred who 
graduate. This university, these 
four years, have been, after all, 
only a step, and a step in one 
hundred different directions. I 
can only speak for myself, and I 
am too tired to speak. But the 
four years, the degree, the 
friends, the Christ—faith and 
Christ—doubt—you must judge. 
You must evaluate. 
Would you do it again? Do not 
ask me. I do not know. 
religious activities. Only as long as 
the individual student is involved 
in these areas will he succeed in 
developing into an effective 
Christian, for when the privilege 
of involvement is misused or 
misplaced, the student becomes 
stagnant and is nothing more 
than an educated cog in an in­
stitutional wheel which is going 
around and around. 
The third great quality of Tay­
lor University is its varied as­
sortment of students. Represent­
ing over 36 states and 6 foreign 
countries, Taylor seems to be a 
sort of melting pot of people. The 
reserved easterner and the re­
laxed midwesterner, the con­
fined city deweller and the care­
free rural folk, together with a 
new kind of urbanite, make up 
the student body of Taylor Uni­
versity. Together they meet on 
one level and begin achievement 
together. Each student in his 
own particular way paves the 
path to a richer and more mean­
ingful life than what now exists. 
In this strange conglomeration 
of people, places, and things, one 
may become diffused in the mix­
ture but only to emerge one day 
a new person with individual 
ideas and methods of conduct 
which if examined closely are 
seen to contain the basis of what 
is good and decent in the many 
different backgrounds which go 
into the making of Taylor Uni­
versity. 
The fourth quality of greatness 
which I see in Taylor is its rich 
heritage. Although as students 
we often have little interest in 
or concern for the history of our 
institution, we recognize that to 
many people in many places, Tay­
lor is important because it was in­
strumental in the changing of 
lives. We respect the great men 
who have emerged from her halls, 
and at the same time pay tribute 
to the countless number of people 
who left her not in search of 
riches and fame but in search of 
honor and glory for God. We 
recognize that God has blessed 
Taylor University, because he 
has blessed us—and after all we 
the students are Taylor Univer­
sity. 
Even as I have been greatly 
pleased by what makes Taylor 
University operate, I have also be­
come concerned by three qualities 
which I feel need revision in the 
Taylor Plant. 
The first such needed change 
I direct to the students, for we 
are most guilty. I speak of our 
failure to become committed. 
Why is it that we never fall asleep 
over our studies at night, and 
why do we always need to 
discipline ourselves to only ac­
compl i sh  what  i s  the  m i n i m u m  
requirement? Can we not seek 
to achieve more today than we 
did yesterday; more tomorrow 
than today? In plain words, "let's 
get on the stick". If we are going 
to be students of a certain 
discipline than let's get involved. 
I have mentioned the opportunity 
to become involved, but too few 
of us take the opportunities 
readily available, let alone, create 
the opportunities which are need­
ed to go beyond what is already 
being done. Much is being done 
by many able and well minded 
students, but far be the day that 
an hour does not go by unwasted. 
The second weak point I find in 
the Taylor program is in the rela­
tionship between the administra­
tion and the student body over fis­
cal policies. I do not wish to make 
any complaint concerning the cost 
of a "Taylor Education", for I feel 
that I am getting my money's 
worth. Instead, I am concerned 
about what I believe to be in­
consistencies in the fiscal policies 
of the Taylor program. I realize 
that in an institution of our type, 
it is important that a close check 
be kept in all matters dealing 
with the finances of the college 
and I appreciate the sincere 
strides the administration is 
making in this. However, I do not 
feel that the students should serve 
as an energency source of rev­
enue every two years. To those 
students who need financial as­
sistance more time and considera­
tion could be given (if nothing 
else) in assisting them in meet­
ing their own particular needs. 
I find the "over-due" policies at­
tached to everything from parking 
tickets to work bills more of an 
attempt to gain additional revenue 
than to serve as an efficient (and 
necessary) guide in helping the 
student meet various financial 
problems. The whole system of 
"ten percent or $2.50 whichever 
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is greater" and the "50% cut" 
appears to be completely incom­
patible with the idea of effective­
ly Christian. 
A third suggestion which I 
shall take the liberty to propose 
is that which involves the service 
of the student to the university. 
In too many areas on Taylor's 
campus, the student labors long 
and efficiently with little or no 
compensation. In those instances 
in which the student does receive 
some compensation for his ser­
vices, the reward received is too 
often only a token. To be specific, 
the services of the hall counselors 
in the resident halls is greatly 
under appreciated. It is certainly 
correct to say that these indivi­
duals probably contribute more to 
the development of the personal 
and spiritual life of the students 
than do any other single factor, 
and yet, their reward has never 
been more than a "chicken din­
ner" at the end of the year. In 
like manner the members of the 
ECHO and the ILLIUM staff re­
ceive far less the amount of com­
pensation for their services than 
the work they perform deserves. 
The functions of all of these in­
dividuals (as well as others I 
have not mentioned) are a vital 
part of any college campus. These 
people make our school collegiate; 
they contribute; they build. While 
some people would like to com­
pare the duties of these people to 
those of the more religious ac­
tivities on campus, we must keep 
in mind that the former are active 
in the college program while the 
latter are active in events which 
are made possible only because 
the college program is function­
ing. Certainly the services of any 
worthwhile endeavor on the part 
of the students is appreciated by 
the administration, but it seems 
only proper that those duties 
which are professionally function­
al should receive more than 
token reward. 
I basically find the Taylor 
program a well balanced, order­
ly run operation endowed with 
the usual amount of routine and 
red-tape. I am confident Taylor 
University as an institution will 
continue to grow, as a school will 
continue to teach, and as an in­
strument of God's will, shall con­
tinue to change the lives of its 
students. 
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H.C.C., All-Sports Crowns On Line In Final Weekend 
Without doubt today and to­
morrow are two of the most im­
portant days in Taylor athletics 
this year. At 8:15 a.m. today the 
HCC golf match will be held on 
Marion, Indiana's Shady Hill 
Course. Saturday afternoon at 
1:30 the Trojan baseball team 
will finish their season by host­
ing Franklin. Finally the track 
and field season will climax Sat­
urday night with the HCC track 
meet starting at 6:00 at Frank­
lin. 
Taylor, who is the defending 
All-Sports winner, is currently 
trailing Indiana Central by 2% 
points. Anderson is only GV2 
points behind I.C. and must also 
be considered as a contender. 
This year, as last year, the 
All-Sports contest is going down 
to the wire. The golf team can 
play an important role even 
though golf is termed as a minor 
sport. Hanover and Manchester 
are favored this year with the 
rest of the field about even. The 
Trojan golf team owns wins over 
Anderson, Earlham and Indiana 
Central, but has been bested by 
Manchester and Anderson. Tay­
lor has finished last for the past 
three years, but has definitely 
improved this year. The team is 
shooting five strokes better per 
man this year than last year. 
The three top finishers last 
year are back to defend their po­
sitions. Perry of Anderson, Wise 
of I.C., and Silliman of Hanover 
finished in that order in the 1965 
HCC golf match. Taylor's num­
ber one hacker, Larry Backlund, 
By Keith Doudt 
has a good chance to finish in 
the top five. 
If the golf team can finish 
ahead of Indiana Central it may 
provide the few points that will 
determine the All-Sports victor. 
Certainly Coach Odle, Larry 
Backlund, Jon Schubert, Ken 
Flannigan, Dave Odle, and Nel­
son Rediger deserve our support 
and a send-off. 
The Taylor baseball team is 
currently in second place with a 
7-3 record. The HCC baseball 
standings are as follows: Ander­
son 6-2, Taylor 7-3, Indiana Cen­
tral 5-3, Hanover 5-3, Manchester 
3-5, Franklin 1-7, and Earlham 
1-7. 
Taylor Baseball Nine Splits With I.C.; 
Drops To Second Place With 7-3 Record 
Taylor has only Franklin to 
play, while Anderson has Earl­
ham and Hanover yet to play. 
I.C. has to encounter Manchester 
and Hanover yet. If you remem­
ber last year Hanover played I.C. 
to a split and forced the Grey­
hounds into a tie with Taylor for 
second place. The tie enabled 
Taylor to win the All-Sports con­
test by a minimum margin. An­
derson is the defending HCC 
baseball champion, but may pos­
sibly be dethroned. 
Probably Taylor's best bet for 
picking up points lies with the 
track team. Earlham is the def­
inite favorite, with Taylor and 
Indiana Central close behind. 
The Trojans have beaten Ander­
son, Manchester, and Franklin, 
and have not run the others. 
Last Saturday the Trojans re­
ceived a setback when long 
jump and triple jump man Paul 
Frykholm sprained his ankle. It 
is believed that he will be able 
to participate, but his effective­
ness is in doubt. Frykholm was 
being counted on to bring in 10 
points for Taylor in his two 
events. 
Even though the Trojans are 
supposed to finish second, with a 
few breaks they can take the 
crown. No one can ever predict 
what kind of tricks Coach Glass 
has up his sleeve. With good out­
puts by our field events and dis­
tance men and a good student 
following, the Trojans can win 
the HCC Track Championship 
for the third year in a row. 
So, the battle for the All-
Sports Trophy will be another 
close finish. Taylor needs to fin­
ish ahead of Indiana Central in 
a major sport and at least tie 
with them in the other major 
sport and golf. All the coaches 
would like to submit an invita­
tion to every student to come 
and support Taylor in this im­
portant week-end. 
The Trojan baseball team split 
with Indiana Central last Satur­
day losing 14-3 and winning 9-5. 
It was the third conference 
doubleheader in six days for 
Taylor. With the academic pres­
sure at the end of the semester 
sapping much strength, the tired 
Trojans were thankful for a 
split. 
In the nightcap Paul Wamsley 
picked up his seventh victory of 
the year and the fourth of last 
week. Randy Mohler led the hit­
ting attack with a two run dou­
ble, a triple, and a long two run 
homer. Randy finished the game 
with three for four, a walk, and 
five runs batted in. 







BACK THE TROJANS 
by Keith Doudt 
in the first, of which one was 
earned, and then continued to 
contain the Greyhounds suffici­
ently. I. C.. touched the senior 
co-captain for two unearned 
runs, later in the game, but 
could not put any real rally to­
gether. Wamsley struck out six 
and walked three in registering 
his sixth HCC win of the year. 
The Greyhounds led 4-3 at the 
end of third inning, but Taylor 
scored three times in the fourth. 
The runs were scored when 
Frank Bellamy reached base on 
an error, Bocken singled and 
Mohler delivered his longest 
blast of the day. The Trojans put 
the game out of reach in seventh 
by scoring three more times. 
Ken O'Brien led off with a walk, 
then after two outs, Bocken sin­
gled and Mohler tripled. Randy 
then came home on a past ball. 
The first game was simply not 
Taylor's as the Greyhounds bat­
tered three pitchers for sixteen 
hits and fourteen runs. The In­
diana Central hitters seemed to 
thrive on anything the Trojan 
moundsmen could serve up. 
Paul Wamsley reached I.C. 
pitcher John Leonard for a solo 
home run and a single to pace 
the Trojan hitters. Mike Mancini 
also had a single and a double. 
The twin bill brought the 
weary Trojan's HCC record to 
7-3, which is good for second 
place behind Anderson. The 
baseball team will climax a good 
season by entertaining Franklin 
tomorrow at 1:30. 
Intramural 
Track Meet 
100 Yard dash: 
Chuck Taylor 11.4 
220 yard dash: 
Chuck Taylor 25.8 
380 yard dash: 
Roger Hinkle 51.4 
800 yard run: 
Dave Phillips 2:00.0 
Mile run: 
Sam Gloyd 4:32.0 
120 high hurdles: 
Steve Oldham 18.5 
180 low hurdles: 
Steve Oldham 24.6 
880 relay: 
3rd Morris 1:49.0 
High jump: 
Cliff Cox 5' 7" 
Long jump: 




2nd Wen E 49 
2nd Morris 46 
3rd Morris 29V2 
4th Morris 22 
1st Wen & 1st Morris .... 13V2 
3rd Wen E 2 
3rd Wen W 2 
Trojan Thinclads Roll Over 
Anderson In Season Finale 
by Rich Anderson 
Last week-end the Taylor track­
men closed out another success­
ful regular season as they 
thumped Anderson College, 94-
51. The win gave the thinclads a 
season record of nine wins and 
only three losses. One of those 
losses was suffered in a quad­
rangular meet at Purdue. How­
ever, the real success of the sea­
son will not actually be known 
until the conference meet is over 
tomorrow night. 
The Trojans captured thirteen 
of the seventeen events and made 
clean sweeps in the shot put, 
pole vault, high hurdles and two 
mile run. A personal best was 
reached by Walt Harvey, as he 
won the high jump at 6 feet 2 
inches. 
The summary: 
100—1) Sharp (A), 2) Wallace 
(A), 3) Stauffer (T). T-:10.3. 
220—1) Wallace (A), 2) Sharp 
(A), 3) Stauffer (T). T-:22.8. 
120 hurdles—1) Hart (T), 2) 
Kirtley (T), 3) Anderson (T). 
T-:15.4. 
440—1) Loewen (T), 2) Hall (A), 
3) Coy (A). T-:52.9. 
Mile—1) Hackney (T), 2) Quinn 
(A), 3) Baumgardner (T). 
T-4:33.6. 
880—1) Gygi (T), 2) Bass (A), 
3) Benefield (A). T-2:00. 
440 hurdles—1) Loewen (T), 2) 
Hocker (A), 3) Anderson (T). 
T-:59.0. 
Two mile—1) Hackney (T), 2) 
Captain (T), 3) Oros. T-9:58.6. 
Long jump—1) Frykholm (T), 2) 
Hocker (A), 3) Howard (T). 
T-22.0. 
Triple jump—1) Frykholm (T) 
2) Hocker (A), 3) Blocher (T). 
T-43-4V2. 
Javelin—1) Dennis (T), 2) Carl­
son (T), 3) Hall (A). D-182-5. 
Shot—1) Jones (T), 2) Sonnen-
berg (T), 3) Brewer (T). 
D-44-4%. 
Discus—1) Jones (T), 2) Sharp 
(A), 3) Sonnenberg (T). 
D-135-6y2. 
High jump—1) Harvey (T). 2) 
Howard (T), 3) Wallace (A). 
H-6-2. 
Pole vault—1) Ulm (T), 2) 
Blocher (T), 3) Howard (T). 
H-13-0. 
440 relay—1) Anderson. T-:44.7. 
Mile relay—1) Anderson. T-3:33.9. 
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